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Is man an “intuitive statistician”? 
Or is the human mind biased and error prone when 
he/she comes to probabilistic thinking ?

Probabilistic concepts are closer to a (consistent) way of 
thinking about the world ?

Is it  possible reconciling intuitive and analytical 
Thinking to solve stochastical problems ?



Traditional Curriculum
• Learning	as	accumulation.	
• Five	blocks:	

• Processes,	methods,	and	attitudes
• Numbers	and	algebra
• Geometry
• Functions	(calculus)
• Statistics	and	Probability

• Statistics	and	probability	in	the	same	block
• Levels	with	only	statistics	and	other	with	only	probability

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country?



Curriculum. Probability a sub-domain of mathematics:

1. Combinatorics	and	counting	for	computing	compound	probability,	an	
opportunity	for	textbooks	to	expand	content	to	the	analysis	of	the	
properties	of	factorial	and	combinatorial	numbers	and	Newton’s	
binomial.

2. Random	phenomena	as	a	contraposition	of	determinist	phenomena.	
No	suggestion	to	the	causality	when	analysing	the	variability	of	
random	data.

Probability	is	the	branch	of	mathematics	that	model	non-deterministic	relationships

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



THE CURRICULUM – SCHOOL PERSPECTIVE

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country?

Text  analyzed Bruño Ed. Santillana Ed. Guadiel McGraw Hill

Type of hasard Causal Luck No reference Luck Causal Luck

P. Azcárate, J. Mª Cardeñoso, A.Serradó (2003) 



Curriculum.  Probability a sub-domain of mathematics.

3.	Curriculum	aimed	to	solve	problems,	mathematize	and	
model	natural	random	phenomena.

• Contexts	introduced	to	compute	probabilities	of	random	
generators	in	games	of	chance.

• Reductionist	approach	to	compute	and	abstracting	
mathematical	ideas,	no	to	make	judgements	or	decisions,	
which	could	empower	the	traditional	academic	aim	of	
probability	in	the	field	of	mathematics.

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



Curriculum. Probability, a servant for Statistical Inference

• To	identify	and	determine	the	parameters	of	the	distribution	
of	probability	(normal	and	binomial)

• To	identify	the	interval	of	confidence.
• To	determine	the	sample	size.

On	the	paper,	not	in	the	exams	of	access	to	the	University

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



Tertiary mathematics program

Mathematics	grades:
Probability	is	a	branch	to	model-non	deterministic	phenomena.

Statistic	grades:
Probability	acts	a	servant	to	Statistics

New	grades	are	announced	for	the	next	years	which	aim	the	
transdisciplinarity of	the	curriculum	to	empower	the	learning	
about	data	(Science	of	data,	UV)

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



TEACHER -TRAINING PERSPECTIVE 

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?

Complements to the disciplinary training:
1. Complement to the axiomatic disciplinary knowledge to teach Secondary Schools.
2. Psycho-pedagogic training of all the branches of mathematical knowledge

• Curriculum
• History
• Epistemology
• Didactics
• …

without special emphasis in probability



Research in teacher education

University	of	Barcelona	

Onto-semiotic	approach	[OSA]	
Mathematics	suitability	for	didactical	
analysis,	and	modelling	perspective	
without	specific	considerations	to	the	
uncertain	nature	of	probability	

University	of	Cadiz

Probability	a	subdomain	of	statistics:
Statistical	Technological	Pedagogical	
Content	Knowledge	(STPACK).
It	considers	the	importance	of	models	
and	modelling.

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



Conclusion

Probability	a	sub-domain	in	Mathematics,	which	acts	as	a	servant	for	Statistics	
when	talking	about	traditional	approaches	to	statistical	inference.	

The	stochastic	approach	to	probability,	common	in	the	European	Countries,	it	
is	also	a	reality	in	Spain,	where	probability	is	the	branch	of	mathematics	that	
model	non-deterministic	relationships,	random-phenomena,	and	decisions	
under	uncertainty	(Burril and	Bielher,	2011).	

Still	paths	to	expand	an	approach	focused	in	modelling	and	decision	making	
under	uncertainty	have	to	be	done	to	fit	probability	in	this	Stochastic	
approach.

Is probability more closely tied to maths or to statistics in your country ?



http://www.cuandomevaatocar.com/en/



QUANTITATIVE LITERACY?
UNESCO (1998) ”The knowledge and skills needed for 

effective managing and answer for the 
mathematical demands in many situations”

INVISIBILITY OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROCESSES

GRAVEMEIJER (2012)
Do we need less or more mathematics?
Are we dependent of the quantitative 
information and the mathematical 
models?

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



QUANTITATIVE LITERACY? PISA FRAMEWORKS (OCDE, 2015)
Quantitative literacy
Number sense
Multiple representations
Elegance in computation
Mental calculation
Estimation
Assessment of 
reasonableness

Data
Comparing
Accuracy and rounding
Interpretation

Uncertainty
Recognising the place of variation in processes, having 
the sense of quantification of what variation, 
acknowledging uncertainty and error in measurement, 
and knowing about chance. It also includes forming, 
interpreting and evaluating conclusions drawn in 
situations where uncertainty is central (Moore, 1997).

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

Numbers use



QUANTITATIVE LITERACY IS FOR WHAT?
TEACHER EDUCATION PERSPECTIVE

• Taking the influence of the context, chance
and social construction (Schield, 2007)

• Teachers and students, partners in a joint 
struggle for freedom and humanization 
(Gustein, 2009)

• Citizienship: Increase perception about 
inequalities and the numbers related to 
destruction (Vanegas, 2013)

“Read and write the world” with 
mathematics (Gustein, 2006)

“In our school we have three classrooms. First one with 34 
students, the second 37, and third 28”. The student tells us 
immediately “99 in total”. When the teacher asks how did you 
find the result, orally says: “34 and 37 are 71 plus 28 is one less 
than 100”. He continues: “I’m sure it is correct, but my teacher 
punished me because I did not show how I did. He wanted that 
people show by writing. I said “I don’t know” He wanted I 
explained where I copied” (Knijnik, Wanderer, Oliveira, 2005). 

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



HOW WE UNDERSTAND QUANTITATIVE LITERACY?
Every number is a product of human activity: somebody
had to do the calculations that produce a figure, had to
decide what to count and how to go about counting. We
encounter numbers about public issues. Understanding
those figures requires, not just that we comprehend the
calculations that produce them, but also what we
appreciate the process of social construction (Best, 2017)

We understand quantitative literacy as the knowledge, skills and
dispositions (attitudes) needed to understand, solve, model, judge and
make decisions under uncertainty and of risk problems, which emerge
from natural, social and cultural real environments with the aim of
empowering citizens to be part of the public sphere.

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



The best actual worldwide exemple: Climate change

THEREFORE ... 

WHY 30%  OF THE
POPULATION CAN 
DECIDE ... 

AND PERHAPS
WILL VOTE AGAIN
THIS PROJECT ? 

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



In Spain: Unemployement. Looking ahead of the political interest

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



PISA 2015 in SPAIN

22,2% of students do not reach level 
2 of performance

Students are unable to appreciate that 
a provider of information may present 
it in a manner that suits their own 
agenda, and not necessarily that of the 
student (Serradó, 2017)

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



As	in	all	of	statistics,	students	bring	to	formal	education	in	probability	concepts	and	intuitions	from	
everyday	real	experiences,	and	the	teaching	of	probability	needs	to	build	on	these	and	link	formal	
notions	to	the	everyday,	to	real	contexts	and	– constantly	– to	data.		(ICOTS	2014)	

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



A	study	showed	that		non-significative differences	appear		when	
students	are	faced		to	problems	in	a	frequency		format		instead	of	
probability.			Qualitative	analysis	of	answers	showed	that	the	errors	
during	the	process	goo	further	than		forgetting		the	based	taxes	or	
the	incapacity	to	manipulate	the	probabilistic	format		

(Diaz	&	De	la	Fuente	2009)

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Teacher’s difficulties in accepting stochastic
perspective about chance

Teachers	feel	that	numbers	is	related	to	arithmetic	or	...	even	functions,	or	events,		and		no	more.		
Therefore,	distributions	are	not	usually	analysed.	

Teachers	do	not	consider	everyday	sense	of	density,		as	a	key	aspect	for	constructing	the	notion	of	
distribution		(Bakker	&	Gravemeijer,	2004)

Teachers	feel	that	simulation	is	difficult	for	analysing	variations,	and		tendencies,		because	traditionally	
the	examples	are	extremely	deterministic,	related	to	facts.	

Teachers	feel	not	good	the	use	of	informal	words	and		intuitions	to	solve	real	problems.	,	and	no	more.	
They	are	influences	by	deterministic	rules	of	sequences	going	to	algebra.	

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Teacher’s difficulties in enhancing stochastic thinking
and reasoning

When	proposing	a	real	question	…	making	a	conjecture

Exploring	data	and	developing	the	concept	of	stabilized	relative	frequency	
distribution

Finding	a	pseudo-concrete	model	developed	through	a	statistical	process	of	
investigation

Controlling	data	by	using	statistical	modelling

Validation	through	the	analysis,	management	and	decision	making

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Teacher’s difficulties to integrate the use of simulation & 
doing inferences

• Comparing	gives	students	the	challenge	of		understanding	other	dimensions	of	a	
distribution		such		as	center	or	spread.		In	this	case,	when	the		comparison	is	made	with	a	

large	sample	of	distributions,	it		gives	the	students	the	challenge	of		having	an	aggregate	
knowledge	of	sampling	distributions,	a	key	idea	for	probability	understanding	and	hypothesis	
testing	in	an	inferential	context	(Wild,	2006)	

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Schools	should	not	engage	in	self-flagellation	for	being	behind	current	uses	
of	mathematics.	Continual	updating	is	a	necessary	circumstance	in	such	a	
vibrant	subject.	School	mathematics	cannot	be	expected	to	foresee	new	
applications	of	mathematics;	it	must	lag	behind	them.	But	we	should	be	
concerned	if	the	adults	of	tomorrow	do	not	possess	the	quantitative	
literacy	that	we	know	is	needed	today		(Usiskin,	2001)	

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

Reality of a curriculum that only considers, in paper, the importance of context and
presumes that probability is the branch of mathematics that model non-deterministic
relationships, random-phenomena and decisions under uncertainty and act, in some cases as
a servant for statistics.

…	statistical	artifacts	are	taken	as	meaningful.	Insensitivity	to	the	relationship	between	sample	size	and	variability	
is	common	in	human	cognition		(Kahneman &	Tversky,	1974)



Critical thinking is not neutral to understand QL  !!  
Analysis and dialogue are always related to diferent 
ideological and cultural  perspectives.

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Reflection through action: investigative, interrogative and decision making 
cycles

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?
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How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

There	is	a	need	to	introduce	stochastical	thinking		in	order	to	
overcome		traditional	perspectives		considering		deterministic		way	of	

thinking	by	using	risk	examples	in	a	modelling	way.

In England, Nuffield group explain that six themes within the key 
idea of reasoning about uncertainty: intuitions, misconceptions, 
simulations, modelling, distribution, and risk. 

Probability is considered as a vital tool for analysing judgements 
about the reasonability of patterning, and risk (Watson, Jones & 
Pratt, 2013)

The notion of risk related to the magnitude (severity) of the 
possible adverse consequence(s), and the likelihood (probability) 
of occurrence of each consequence, could be understood as a 
new idea to be taught in a deterministic way (Bowland Maths, 
2014)



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

There is	a	need to	introduce stochastical thinking in	order to	
overcome traditional perspectives		considering deterministic way of	

thinking by using risk examples in	a	modelling way.

Traditional examples in the Spanish textbooks

Early use of	Laplace	rule to	have “static results”
Problems using Mendel’s Law	as	“known rules”
Aniversary problem

Pseudo-real	problems about security (flights ,	
dissease...)

Computation compound of	possible	events

Interesting new examples ... Not modeling.

Discuss and debate about gambling
Explore data	by using simulators to	make plausible	
conjectures
Provocations in	newspapers
Analysis of	risks when doing games	;	analysis of	
simulations ;	Fishes and taxis	;	ecological examples
Use real	data	to		explain phenomena.
Recognise historical falacies



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

It is possible that the Island of Trocadero disapear
due to the climate change?

Romero and Serradó, (2017)



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

Serradó, (2017)

1. The accident took place at night, and that the ambulance driving 
with a uniform speed of 50 Km/h, did not need to stop if a traffic light 
was red
2. How would you change the route selected if the driver must stop 
at a traffic light in the case of its being red?
3. Analyse the map and describe possible sources of risk:

4. Which is the best of the multiple possible routes to move 
injured people from the car accident location to the hospital, 
considering the numerical information?
• The uniform speed is 50 Km/h
• The probability of:

• stooping in a traffic light: ¼.
• traffic delay in front of the school: ½
• traffic delay due to the works in the road: 1/3.
• danger in the street for pedestrians walking: 1/2



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

Serradó, (2014)

Can I guess which language is speaking my friend only counting the 
vowels?

Which vowels are not 
used when writing a 
mobile message?

Which problem can we 
plan to get to know 
what happens in 
Spanish?

Can we figure out which 
language is speaking a 
friend only counting the 
vowels?Mi casa es blanca

Mo kas s blnc

Intuitions

Everyday sense
density

Distribution

INFORMAL MODELLING PROCESS
STABILIZED RELATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION

PSEUDO-
CONCRETE 
MODEL

STOCASTICAL 
MODELLING VALIDATION 

ANALISIS OF 
ANIMATIONS



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

Serradó, (2016)

INTEGERS ADDITION BINGO GAME OF CHANCE TASK:
HOW I WOULD CONSTRUCT THE CARD TO MINIMIZE THE RISK TO LOSE?
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Stochastic thinking,  as “Math complements”
in catalan teacher training program

The	need	to	understand		the	concept	of	variability	(Garfield,	J.,	and	Ben-Zvi,	D.	
(2005),	

To	analyze		lies	when	reading		graphs		using	frequentist	perspective	and	
theoretical	perspective

To	analyze		“real	problems”	via	experimental	design	,	and	simulation	
(is	good	aspirine to	conserve	roses	?	)	(the	expensive	batteries	are	better?	
(lotteries		experiment)

To	analyze	problems	via	simulations	as	control	;
to	analyze	distributions
Using	conditional	probability	

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Estimating proportions
Question: Which sample size is necessary to validate

the information? 

1)   Of error marge able to assume
2) Of Security (“confidence level”) desirable

3) of values having the esimated proportion
4) Of population size (but it is not important when the

population is big)

Correct answer:  It depends

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



Interpreting the error interval

Ü El País, 18 febrer 2006. Pàgina 18



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

To analyse not only natural life examples, but ALSO political examples



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

MEAs: Helper or Hinderer History of trial 4 Options
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The “Helper or Hinderer” MEA Nature The

researchers found that 14 of the 16 infants

participating in the study chose the helper over the

hinderer. (Hamlin et al. 2007).

CATALIST: connecting chance models and

simulation. Serradó, Meletiou, Paparistodemou

(2017) using model and modelling to support

reasoning about statistical inference.



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy

MEAs: How many tickets to sell?
“Air Zland has found that on average 2.9% of

the passengers that have booked tickets on its

main domestic routes fail to show up for

departure. It responds by overbooking flights.

The Airbus A320, used on these routes, has

171 seats. How many extra tickets can Air

Zland sell without upsetting passengers who do

show up at the terminal too often?”



How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?

MEAs: Amazon’s sellers
Amazon place regular restrictions on sellers of Toys and Games in 
the run up to Christmas. The reason they give is “To maintain buyer 
confidence in Amazon”. Amazon don’t want a novice seller either 
being flooded with orders and shipping late, or overselling and 
having disappointed children and parents on Christmas day.

Research questions:
• How many extra orders have to be processed in the period 

from 1st of September though 31st October 2015, 
considering the possible pre-fulfilment cancel rate?

• How many extra orders could be processed in the period 
from 1st to 31st October in order, considering the late 
shipment rate?



Aspects to be considered

• REAL CONTEXTS : SOCIAL, CULTURAL, ECOLOGICAL, ...
• CONNECTED PROBABILISTIC, STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL IDEAS
• PERSONAL  DECISIONS IN EVERYDAY LIFE
• PROJECTUAL WORK
• DEBATING AS A WAY OF DIALOGUE

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



CONCLUSION
• Real	world experiences of	risk,	introduce quantitative relations that must be	used and
interpreted in	chools by using stochastic analysis

in	a	modeling perspective (Carreira &	Barquero ,	2017	,	Meletiou,	Paparistodemou &	
Serradó,	2017	CERME,	Dublin )	,

to	understand the role of	mathematical reasoning,	...	and interpretations

• The use of	diferent	analysis,		must overcome the need of		debating interpretations,	as	
ways to	understand phenomena in	a	critical way,	in	order to	make scientific judgements ,	
and taking decisions	according to	democracy,		assuming dialogical sociocultural		
perspectives	.

• The need to	integrate sociocultural	discourse ,	stochastic discourse about chance,	and
quantitative literacy

How are the ideas of chance related to quantitative literacy?



... and the need to understand the role of 
mathematics , to  preserve the world


